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Zeenews Bureau
Mumbai, Nov 28: In a shocking revelation on late Friday night, it has been reported that one of the terrorists holed up in hotel Taj Mahal was
doing his internship there as Trainee Chef for past 10 months.
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The revelation came after the family of one of the Trainee Chef who was killed inside the hotel
came out to reveal that the deceased called them before dying and said that he has been shot by his
friends.
This disclosure has made it clear that there were more terrorists in the hotel than suspected. This
revelation has also made it clear that the planning of this attack was going on for at least a year
and the terrorists had everything in place to carry off this attack.
It is also suspected that this terrorist might have amassed arms and ammunitions in the hotel prior
to the attack, which prolonged the battle. He is also suspected to have helped in planning the
attacks as he had access to all parts of the hotel and knew the location inside out.
A minister had anonymously revealed on Thursday that the terrorists had set up ‘control rooms’
inside the hotel from where they launched the attack.
After this revelation, another possibility has arisen that there may be more than one terrorists
working in various hotels that have been attacked and might be present at some other places also.
This has increased the pressure on security forces as well because now it is difficult to ascertain
the number of terrorists killed in the operations and those who are roaming free.
Now, security forces will have toil really hard to nab other terrorists if any of them is still at large.
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